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It is gratifying to note that the sixth edition of “TCS TechBytes” jointly
organized by BITES and TCS concluded with an overwhelming response of
around 100 Engineering Institutions across the state participating in it.
“TCS TechBytes” strives to provide a better understanding of IT as
technology today is an enabler in diverse fields – be it engineering, medicine,
law, sports, science, movie, music, government, automobile,
telecommunication, etc.
The quiz served as an alternative platform to enhance awareness and confidence levels of
aspiring engineers while bringing them in sync with the current developments in the technology
sphere through an interactive and engaging quiz platform. The quiz focussed on application of
technology across various sectors and aspects such as the technology environment, business,
people, new trends etc.
Our thanks to TCS and Sri N.G. Subramaniam for supporting this event as well as Ms. Shobha
Murthy and her team for the meticulous planning and execution.
Also my heartfelt thanks to SJBIT Management, Prof Puttaraju, Principal, SJBIT for providing
an excellent venue and logistics. Also heartfelt thanks to Prof. B S Sonde, Board Member, Chief
Guest for the function, for giving away the Prizes to the winners.

This year's edition of TCS TechBytes has witnessed enthusiastic
participation from engineering students across Karnataka which reflects the
growing popularity of the program.
Today technology plays a dominant role in our lives and business. Through
the medium of TCS TechBytes we hope to encourage students to learn about
evolving technologies and develop their capabilities on a continuous basis. It
is important for youngsters to foster a spirit of competiveness which leads to
excellence. We hope that the program has served to broaden their horizon. I
urge them to have an inquisitive mind and thirst for knowledge as it is a stepping stone for a
successful career in today's global environment.
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My sincere appreciation to BITES and all the engineering institutions for the wonderful support
we have received towards making the sixth edition of the program a success.

REGIONAL ROUNDS

NITTE Storm to Win at Tumkur
The sixth edition of TCS TECH BYTES got off to a
flying start in the city of Tumkur. A large number of
students descended at Siddaganga Institute of
Technology, the host college. Students had come
well prepared for this year's quiz, despite a large
number of them being first timers. After a fun filled
prelims where the quizmaster provided some
intelligent and thought provoking clues, the
following six teams that moved into the regional
finals.

The finalists at Tumkur were:
Sri Krishna Institute of Technology – Abhishek AS & Aditya Desai

l

NITTE Meenakshi Institute of Technology – Sameer Desai & Rajnarayan Dutta

l

JNNCE, Shimoga – Abhishek DS & Vijeet V

l

Siddaganga Institute of Technology, Tumkur – Suhas M Kaushik & Ranojoy Deb

l

Sri Venkateshwara College of Engineering – Vaibhav Bhasin & Nikhil B

l

Saptagiri College of Engineering – Supreeth K & Preethi Sri BS

l

The quiz was based on the theme of Artificial Intelligence and its relevance in today's age. The
animation based quiz format had the following five rounds – Knowledge Engineering, Means-Ends
Analysis, Computer Time, Cognitive Simulation and Social Intelligence. Each of the rounds tested the
students spectrum of knowledge in the IT sphere.
The quiz began in a wonderful fashion for the home team SIT, who after answering some tough
questions moved into an early lead. Their early lead did not daunt the eventual champions NITTE
Meenakshi Institute of Technology who made a spirited comeback in the second round, answering
some tough questions. It was also during the second round that the other teams SKIT and SVCE started
scoring points to make a comeback.
With the onset of the buzzer rounds it seemed that NITTE were in a hurry to secure their place in the hall
of champions at Tumkur, with every passing question they seemed to fight back the onslaught from the
SIT team. This seesaw battle continued up to the penultimate round where NITTE decided to take fate
into their hands and did not give an opportunity to the other teams, going faster on the buzzer and
scoring points. They finished the quiz in style by scoring an outstanding 100 points to be crowned victors
at Tumkur. The team from Siddaganga Institute of Technology finished runners-up.
The prizes were distributed by Dr Channabasappa - Director SIT, Dr Shivakumariah – Principal SIT and
Dr Suresh Ramaswamy Reddy - Executive Director BITES.
The Winners took home an educational scholarship of Rs.12,000, a glittering trophy, earphones,
Fastrack giftcards haversacks, pendrives & T-shirts from TCS. The Runners-up received an
rd
th
th
th
educational scholarship of Rs 8000 and similar prizes. The teams that stood 3 , 4 , 5 & 6 also received
earphones, haversacks, pendrives, T-shirts and Fastrack giftcards. All the participants were also given
certificates.
RESULTS
l
WINNER: NITTE Meenakshi Institute of Technology – Sameer Desai & Rajnarayan Dutta
l
RUNNER UP: Siddaganga Institute of Technology, Tumkur – Suhas M Kaushik & Ranojoy Deb
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Comfortable Win for SJCE at Mysore

The second leg of the sixth edition of TCS TECH BYTES was held at Mysore, which has often
showcased great quizzing talent. The trend of big participation numbers which began in
Tumkur was followed up at Mysore with a large turnout at the quiz. After a quick fire prelims
round, the following six teams that moved into the finale.
The finalists at Mysore were:
HKBK College of Engineering – Salim Ahmed Ali & S Suresh Kumar

l

SJCE, Mysore – Samarth M & Shrinidhi Kulkarni

l

NIE Institute of Technology – Aditya Bharadwaj & Anirudh Bharadwaj

l

Vidya Vardhaka College – Achal SK & Srihari Kaushik

l

PES College of Engineering, Mandya – Shubham Pal & Sumit Paul

l

Don Bosco Institute of Technology, Bangalore – Siddhanth HN & Rahul Goswami

l

The theme of TCS Techbytes was unveiled and the software explained to all teams before
commencing the finals. The teams were well prepared and baffled the quizmaster with some well
worked out answers and lots of logic involved in their thinking. At the end of the second round SJCE,
Mysore had established an early lead with NIE, Vidya Vardhaka and PES (Mandya) all ensuring
that the hosts did not run away with the quiz.
Despite the buzzer rounds creating havoc, the questions were designed to make the teams think
hard and it was at this point that SJCE showcased their composure. Not only did they pocket some
early points they avoided unwarranted risks on the buzzer, which worked in their favour. Other
teams earned a few negative points by getting the answers wrong on the buzzer.
With the final round to play, it was all or nothing for NIE, Vidya Vardhaka and PES, while the
cautionary game of SJCE saw them sitting with a comfortable lead. Despite their best efforts the
other teams could not catch up with SJCE, and they walked away as winners at Mysore. The
second place was a three way tie breaker, which was eventually clinched by NIE Institute of
Technology.
The Executive Director of BITES, Dr Suresh Ramaswamy Reddy gave away the prizes and
appreciated all the teams for their effort.

RESULTS
WINNER: SJCE, Mysore – Samarth M & Shrinidhi Kulkarni

l

RUNNER UP: NIE Institute of Technology – Aditya Bharadwaj & Anirudh Bharadwaj

l
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NITK Suratkal Emerge Champs in Mangalore

This year the Mangalore edition of TCS TechBytes was organised at the picturesque Sahyadri
College of Engineering & Management. The quiz took off to a great start, with teams braving the
heat of the coastal region.
After a quick preliminary round, the finalists at Mangalore were:
NMAM Institute of Technology – R Alok & Rahul Samani

l

NITK, Surathkal – Hemanth G & Mintu Jothish

l

Srinivas Institute of Technology – Rajath Rao K & Manjunath Tantry

l

St. Josephs Engineering College – Zeehan Akhtar & Riza Baksh

l

Government Engineering College, Hassan – Pradhyumna S Rao & Srikhatan SM

l

Manipal Institute of Technology – Arpan Kumar Mishra & Nabil Silva

l

The city of Mangalore has witnessed plenty of quizzing rivalries over the years and has
provided great finishes to the TCS TechBytes quiz. This year too was no exception with NITK,
Suratkal and GEC, Hassan getting off to a flying start. At the end of the passing rounds it was
NITK into the lead with St. Joseph's & GEC following closely behind.
Once the buzzer sequence came into play there was no stopping NITK who promptly went into
the lead and answered some tough questions. The trio of Srinivas Institute, St. Joseph's and
GEC were left to fight for the second place. Such was the domination of NITK on the buzzer, it
left the other teams without much chance to challenge them to the top spot. Despite a valiant
effort by GEC, a couple of crucial negatives left them tied for second spot with St. Joseph's and
Srinivas Institute. With the latter emerging victorious in the nervous tie breaker round.
Dr Umesh M Bushi Principal, Sahyadri College and the Executive Director of BITES, Dr
Suresh Ramaswamy Reddy gave away the prizes and appreciated the teams for their
performance.
RESULTS
WINNER: NITK, Surathkal – Hemanth G & Mintu Jothish

l

RUNNER: Srinivas Institute of Technology – Rajath Rao K & Manjunath Tantry

l
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BEC Bagalkot Canter to Victory in Hubli

Every year the Hubli edition of TCS TechBytes has been an overwhelming success. This year
too, the same phenomenon was at play. After a grueling prelim we arrived at the following six
teams that moved into the finale.
The Finalists were…
Basaveshwar Engineering College, Bagalkot – Prasanna Joshi & Hrishikesh Malagi

l

BVBCET, Hubli – Shashank S Giregol & Amogh Shettar

l

KLE Dr. MSS College of Engineering & Tech, Belgaum – Pulkit Saxena &
Akash Shanker

l

GM Institute of Technology, Davangere – Harshith P Kalas & Chinmay Kulkarni

l

KLEIT, Hubli – Shweta NM & Anushree SN

l

KLS GIT College, Belgaum – Tushar Kulkarni & Sushrut Wante

l

As The early rounds saw BVBCET, BEC and GM Institute begin well, each of them not only

ensuring points on their direct questions but also pouncing on the passes that were
unanswered by the other teams. It was once the buzzer round were introduced that the girls
from KLEIT got into the fray of scoring points.
It was also during these buzzers rounds that BVBCET who were in an early lead seemed to slip
away due to some incorrect answers which saw them move down the scoring board. The battle
continued between BEC, Bagalkot & KLEIT, Hubli with the former being able to pip the girls
teams to the post by a narrow margin.
Shoba Murthy, GM – TCS Bangalore gave away the prizes and congratulated all the teams for
sterling performance.

RESULTS
WINNER : Basaveshwar Engineering College, Bagalkot – Prasanna Joshi &
Hrishikesh Malagi

l

RUNNER : KLEIT, Hubli – Shweta NM & Anushree SN

l
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APPA Institute Sails Through at Gulbarga

The atmosphere at Appa Institute of Technology was all charged up Gulbarga, as it was the day
India played Australia in the ICC World Cup semi-finals. The enthusiasm of the sport rubbed off
on the participants and it made for one electrifying ambience for the quiz. After a fun filled
prelims where the quizmaster provided some thought provoking clues, we arrived at the
following six teams that moved into the finale.
The finalists at Gulbarga were:
GNDEC, Bidar – Sangamesh & Praveen

l

BKIT, Bhalki – Pavan Pola & Askay Mishra

l

PDA COE, Gulbarga – Pramod Deshpande & Akshata M Jewargi

l

APPA IET, Gulbarga – Pratik Kanthi & Rajesh Patil

l

GM Institute of Technology, Davengere – Shreyas Badas & Suhaas CN

l

BLDEA, Vijayapura – Akash Biradar & Antima Jain

l

This year witnessed a surge in scores on the direct round which was evident in the way teams
started off at Gulbarga. Most teams were converting their direct questions and adding to their
total. The odd pass questions were immediately lapped up by other teams. At the end of two
passing rounds BKIT, APPA Institute and BLDEA started to steer away from the pack.
The buzzer rounds brought out the best and the worst in the teams with APPA Institute scoring
full marks in one of the questions in the Cognitive Simulation round, thus becoming the first
team in this edition to do so. In the very next question BLDEA went topsy turvy scoring a
complete negative, yet another first. Yet the duo from APPA kept scoring those points to add to
their overall scores. Despite answering some amazing questions BKIT from Bhalki refrained
from any risks on the buzzer which cost them a chance of taking a lead going into the last round.
With one round to go both BKIT and BLDEA did stand a chance to break the lead amassed by
APPA Institute, yet it was the leading team that decided to take their own chance answering
some quick questions in the SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE round and sealing their victory.
Dr V.D. Mytri – Principal of APPA Insititue of Technology congratulated the teams and wished
them the very best. He also gave away the prizes.

RESULTS
WINNER: APPA IET, Kalaburagi – Pratik Kanthi & Rajesh Patil
l
RUNNER: BKIT, Bhalki – Pavan Pola & Askay Mishra
l
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BMS conquer Bangalore once again

It was for a sixth time in a row at TCS Techbytes Bangalore that BMSCE qualified for the finals
after the prelims. It was a prelim that decided the fate of the finalists based on the errors made,
as the tricky prelim did confuse a couple of good teams that narrowly missed out on qualifying.
The finalists at Bangalore were:
PES Institute of Technology– Keshav R & Shishir Bharadwaj

l

SJBIT– Namrata Bilurkar & Madhura PM

l

Bangalore Inst. Of Technology– Tushar K & Rajath S

l

Reva Institute of Technology & Management – Y. Sree Chaitanya & Kshitij Karthick

l

BMS College of Engineering – Sonal Saldanha & Arvind V

l

New Horizon College of Engineering – Lakshya Kalyani & Naren GR

l

The BMSCE team seemed like an unstoppable force, from the word go. With every question
that came their way, they were extremely confident and calm, answering questions with
aplomb. They had raced into an early lead with all other teams left to play catch up.
BIT and PES were two teams that tried really hard to challenge the total of BMSCE. The end of
the second round saw BMSCE with a healthy lead. The buzzer rounds did not change the trend
with reigning champions continuing the onslaught with their well-timed and precise answers,
no amount of lead satisfied them and they continued their march to the title as Bangalore
Champions with some more outstanding answers. The team from Bangalore Inst. Of
Technology were the deserving runners-up
Dr. Puttaraju – Principal SJBIT gave away the prizes and congratulated all the teams
RESULTS
WINNER: BMS College of Engineering, Bangalore – Sonal Saldanha & Arvind V

l

RUNNER: BIT, Bangalore – Tushar K & Rajath S

l
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Students from NITTE clinch TCS TechBytes State Finals
Sharp thinking and agile minds were on display at the sixth edition of TCS TechBytes which
witnessed a thrilling state final on 31st March as students from engineering colleges across
Karnataka converged for a cerebral display of their talent. The program conducted by Tata
Consultancy Services in collaboration with the Board for IT Education Standards (BITES), saw
more than 100 engineering colleges participating in the quiz.

TCS TechBytes State Finals
These finalists battled it out at the State Finals conducted at SJB Institute of Technology,
Bangalore. The quiz was based on the theme of Artificial Intelligence and its relevance in
today's age.
The first round of the quiz commenced with 'Knowledge Engineering', which required the teams
to identity great contributions from a given list of countries. Each team got the option of
choosing a country and answering a question related to it. The teams, well prepared as they
were, did not want to give away an inch and soon there were some excellent answers, providing
enough parity among them.
It was the second round; 'Means Ends Analysis', which provided for the most entertainment as
students from NITTE mesmerised the audience with their four outstanding answers, setting
the pace for quiz. Not only did they leave behind an awestruck set of teams in their wake, they
had garnered the support of the neutral audience; who rooted for their win from there on. With
the completion of the two rounds, teams from NITTE and BMS led the race, with the former
stacking up 50 points.
'Computer Time', 'Cognitive Analysis' and 'Social Intelligence', the next three rounds to follow
had BMS (Bangalore) and SJCE (Mysore) trying hard to catch up with the run-away leaders.
Despite the valiant effort by the defending champions BMS, they fell short of the mark and it
was the turn of the NITTE to be crowned champions this year. The team from BMS settled for
the runners-up position. The quizmaster, all the dignitaries and the audience were collective in
one voice in their appreciation of the champions and applauded the valiant fight by other
finalists.
The prizes were distributed to the winners by Prof. B.S.Sonde – former Vice Chancellor of
Goa University, Mr. Nagaraj Ijari – VP & Head TCS Bangalore Operations, Dr Suresh
Ramaswamy Reddy - Executive Director – BITES and Dr Puttaraju – Principal - SJB Institute
of Technology. They congratulated all teams for their brilliant performance and urged them to
raise the bar every year.
The State Champions of TCS TechBytes - Sameer Desai & Rajnarayan Dutta, NITTE
Meenakshi Institute of Technology received a glittering trophy, TCS educational scholarship of
Rs 75,000/-, Apple iPad mini, Fastrack giftcards, bluetooth speakers, powerbanks & bags. The
Runners - Up - Arvind V & Sonal Saldanha, BMS College of Engineering received an
educational scholarship of Rs 40,000 Samsung Galaxy tabs, Fastrack giftcards, bluetooth
speakers, powerbanks & bags. Teams that came 3rd, 4th, 5th & 6th also received cellphones,
Fastrack giftcards, Bluetooth speakers, powerbank & bags.
Live updates on the 'TCS TechBytes' android mobile app made it possible for students to
follow the program closely throughout the regionals rounds and state finals.
RESULTS
STATE CHAMPION: NITTE Meenakshi Institute of Technology – Sameer Desai &
Rajnarayan Dutta

l

RUNNER: BMS College of Engineering, Bangalore – Sonal Saldanha & Arvind V

l
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